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Letter from the CIO
2022 was a year to remember, and to forget! On the one hand, it
was an opportunity to reconnect with family and friends across the
world for the first time in over two years. It is amazing how
something so simple, once taken for granted, can suddenly be
so precious.

O

nce you turn your mind to investments however, it is likely that those
memories will be replaced by less pleasant emotions. In some ways,
2022 has been the toughest year for investors in my 25+ year career.
It is only the fourth year in 150 years that US equities and bonds have
both lost value. The decline in equities is not extreme from a historical
perspective, but the sharper decline in technology shares, which had
outperformed for so long, made it feel a lot worse for a lot of investors.
Meanwhile, for bonds, this year’s performance was among the four worst years
in 150 years.

As I look forward to the year
ahead, if there is one piece of
advice I can give, it is this:
beware of the recency bias –
placing too much emphasis on
the freshest experiences…
Public markets have gone on
sale, and for yield-seeking
investors, there is a significant
opportunity in high-quality
bonds.

While it is important to reflect on the year past, if there is one piece of advice I
can give, it is this: beware of the recency bias – placing too much emphasis on
the freshest experiences. The growing narrative is that the 60:40 stock-bond
portfolio is dead. To be honest, this has been true for a long time. For over 10
years, we have allocated to alternative assets including commodities and hedge
fund strategies. Last year, we released updated strategic asset allocation models
that included a 25% allocation to private assets. The good news is these are
becoming more accessible to investors.
However, we should not take the outperformance of private assets in 2022 as an
indication that public, listed asset markets are becoming less relevant to
investors. The benefit of public markets is that there is almost always a price at
which you can transact. You can take it or leave it, but it is there, although returns
can be more volatile. This raises the potential for much greater opportunities as
markets swing from greed to despair, but also increases portfolio volatility.
For private assets, liquidity is generally lower. However, this illiquidity can reduce
price volatility, helping smoothen portfolio returns. Neither is better than the
other; they are just different. A blended allocation is suitable for most investors.
As we head into 2023, it is important to remember that market corrections create
opportunities. Public markets have gone on sale, and for yield-seeking investors,
there is a significant opportunity in high-quality bonds where prices have fallen.
For equities, we acknowledge that the risk of a recession is high and volatility is
unlikely to dissipate quickly. However, markets are forward looking and much of
this will be priced in soon; so, look for opportunities, especially in Asia.

Steve Brice
Global Chief Investment Officer
Outlook 2023
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Investment strategy and key themes
Steve Brice
Global Chief Investment Officer

Manpreet Gill
Chief Investment Officer, AMEE

Raymond Cheng
Chief Investment Officer, North Asia

Playing it SAFE
Our top preferences
(12-month outlook)

•

In 2023, we expect recessions in the US and Europe, a recovery in China, a
slowdown in global inflation, and a pause in Fed rates in H1 23, followed by cuts
in H2 23. In this fast-changing environment, sequencing asset class preferences
is likely to be key.

•

We believe it will pay to be SAFE: (i) Secure your yield via income strategies, (ii)
Allocate to Asian assets offering long-term value, (iii) Fortify against surprises via
defensive assets, and (iv) Expand beyond the traditional via alternative strategies.

•

We see opportunities in consumer-focused equity sectors in China as the economy
reopens. In FX, we are bullish on the EUR and JPY over a 12-month horizon.

Foundation overweights

• Bonds – both government and
corporate

• In equities: Asia ex-Japan
• In bonds: Asia USD
Sector overweights

• US: Healthcare, Staples,
Energy

• Europe: Energy, Financials
• China: Comms. Services,
Consumer Discretionary
FX views

• EUR, JPY top beneficiaries of
a weaker USD
Structural macro trends

• A digital tomorrow
• Preparing for an aging world
• From unipolarity to multipolarity
• Investing in a climateconstrained world

A SAFE approach to foundation portfolios
Financial markets in 2022 left investors with unusually few places to hide, with stocks
and bonds both down for only the fourth time in the last 150 years. The experience
raises the risk of investors falling prey to the recency bias and extrapolating recent
trends into the future. However, history suggests that an unusually bad year for
investors is rarely, if ever, followed by yet another poor year. Thus, we believe a fresh
perspective based on current market conditions will best serve investors from here.
We expect the economic growth backdrop to remain challenging in 2023. One of the
fastest Fed interest rate hiking cycles on record makes a US economic recession very
likely. We also expect a recession in Europe due to the energy price shock. An economic
slowdown should help inflation cool significantly, but not all the way back to 2%. We
expect growth in China to be the exception as a gradual removal of mobility restrictions
and a policy focus on growth stabilisation improve consumer and business sentiments.
This backdrop is useful for investors because the historical behaviour of major asset
classes through a recession can offer a guide to asset class performance. On average,
high-quality bonds bottom first, usually not far from the last Fed rate hike in a cycle.
Equities usually bottom later – but typically well before an economic recession ends –
once the ensuing rate cutting cycle improves the growth outlook.
Against this backdrop, we see a SAFE strategy as a prudent way to build Foundation
allocations in 2023 by: Securing your yield, Allocating to Asian assets offering longterm value, Fortifying against further surprises and Expanding beyond the traditional.

Outlook 2023
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Fig. 1 Bond returns have historically been very
positive in the years after very negative returns

Fig. 2 High-quality bonds offer the best chance of
positive returns 12m after the last Fed rate hike

Calendar year US bond returns distribution over 150 years
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Secure your yield

towards stabilising growth, but the ongoing gradual easing of
extreme mobility restrictions is likely to allow these measures
to start having a positive impact. More broadly, a turn in the
USD should ultimately be supportive for EM assets, including
Asian equities.

We see today’s bond yields as one of the best opportunities
of 2023. We are Overweight bonds – including government
and high-quality corporate – relative to equities and cash.
Corporate Investment Grade (IG) bond yields are not far from
peaks last achieved in the cycle prior to 2008. We also expect
the Fed to reach the peak of its current hiking cycle in H1
2023. In our view, this has created an attractive opportunity to
lock in an attractive long-term yield.
We also see a growing possibility of capital gains. Historically,
US government bond yields tend to peak around the last rise
of a Fed hiking cycle, with bond yields subsequently falling
(bond prices rising) as markets start to worry about slower
growth and the likelihood of eventual rate cuts. Therefore, we
would move to lock in the current yield levels soon, particularly
on any spikes in the 10-year US government bond yield to or
above 3.75%. We would also lengthen maturity profiles to take
advantage of an eventual turn in bond yields. This will help
mitigate reinvestment risk if yields move lower by end-2023,
as we expect.
High-quality IG bonds, both government and corporate, are
one route to earn income. High dividend equities are another,
given their history of outperforming mainstream equity indices
in current environments. Our multi-asset income strategy
seeks to bring these asset classes together to offer an
attractive income.

Allocate to long-term value
While today’s higher yields offer a more immediate income
opportunity, we also believe this should be balanced by
exposure to assets offering longer-term value. We currently
see attractive value in Asia ex-Japan equities and bonds.
Given likely recessions in the US and Europe, history
suggests their equity markets have not yet bottomed. Asia exJapan, though, is likely the key exception and we believe the
region’s equities now offer value. This is best exemplified by
P/E valuations on Chinese equities that are not far from the
previous crisis lows. Chinese policy has already pivoted
Outlook 2023

Within Asia ex-Japan, we are Overweight Chinese equities as
we expect them to outperform the region given their
inexpensive valuations and positive catalysts (we, however,
expect temporary setbacks, given the reopening experience
of other major markets).
Indian equities could struggle to replicate their spectacular
regional outperformance in 2022 given elevated valuations,
but still-robust earnings growth and the return of foreign
investment flows mean we expect them to perform in line with
the region and outperform global equities. In India, we are
Overweight large-cap equities.
We also see long-term value in Asia USD bonds. While
pockets of High Yield bonds could remain under some stress,
we believe c.6.5% yield is an attractive value for an asset
class where 85% of bonds are Investment Grade-rated.

Fortify against further surprises
While yield and long-term value offer room for optimism in
2023, we believe a US recession outlook means investors
should be prepared for downside surprises. The Fed has yet
to sound the all-clear in terms of its comfort with inflation’s
path and the market’s rate expectations. US or European
equities have arguably not yet witnessed a ‘capitulation’ event
often associated with a recessionary equity market bottom.
High-quality government bonds can mitigate such surprises,
given yields should move lower (bond prices should rise) in
such a scenario. However, maintaining neutral allocations
within foundation portfolios towards portfolio ballasts in the
form of cash and gold are prudent, in our view. Cash yields
continue to rise alongside Fed rates. Gold should also benefit
from the eventual turn lower in real (net of inflation) bond
yields, though the decline in yields is likely to only come
through much later in the year.
5
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Fig. 3

Our 2023 Outlook
Clip the coupon
Opportunistically add to highquality bonds and start
extending maturities

Asia sector buys:

OPPORTUNISTIC
IDEAS

China: Consumer discretionary,
Communication services
India: Financials, industrials,
staples; large-cap equities

Prepare for an end to
USD gains
An increasingly rangebound
USD likely over next three
months; add to the JPY and
EUR on pullbacks
Recover
Use high volatility to
help portfolios recover

BUILDING A SAFE FOUNDATION
Secure your

Allocate to

Fortify against

Expand beyond

yield

long-term value

further surprises

the traditional

• Strategies include
multi-asset income,
high-quality corporate
bonds, high dividend
global equities

• We see value in Asia
ex-Japan equities and
Asia USD bonds

• US economy likely to
fall into recession.

• Continue to build a core
allocation to alternative
strategies

• Government bonds, an
attractive fortification
• Cash, gold remain key
portfolio ballasts

Risks – Policy accident, geopolitical accident, corporate accident
Source: Standard Chartered

Expand beyond the traditional
We believe the unusual rise in stock-bond correlations in 2022
is unlikely to last into 2023. Nevertheless, the experience
means the demand for relatively uncorrelated assets, or less
volatile substitutes for traditional asset classes, is likely to
sustain.
This is where a neutral allocation to alternative strategies can
help. Liquid alternative strategies are one potential route.
While many of these tend to be relatively less volatile
‘substitutes’ for equities, ‘diversifiers’ such as macro/CTA
strategies tend to outperform during recessionary and/or
trending markets. Private asset classes can be another route.
Private credit strategies, for example, fit well into our
preference for income and are a preferred substitute for riskier
bonds (such as leveraged loans or High Yield bonds).

Opportunistic allocations – a weak USD
We expect currency markets to offer scope for opportunistic
allocations as the USD weakens over the next 12 months.
Over the past year, the USD has singularly benefited from
higher US bond yields and rapid upward shifts in Fed policy
rate expectations. This could spill over into Q1 23, recent price
action notwithstanding, as markets continue to debate when
the Fed Funds rate will peak, resulting in a volatile but
rangebound USD on a three-month horizon.
Looking beyond this, though, we believe the USD is likely to
turn lower over the next 6-12 months as the Fed pauses in its
rate hiking cycle. Elevated valuations make the USD more
vulnerable as the Fed cycle turns.
Outlook 2023

History shows that most currencies tend to rise during periods
of USD weakness. We are bullish on the EUR and JPY and
expect them to be strong performers on a 12-month horizon.
We would use any Q1 weakness to add exposure to these
currencies. The other beneficiary of a weaker USD is likely to
be Emerging Market assets – including our preferred Asia exJapan equities – which usually gain significantly from a
weaker USD.

Sector buys – the Asia recovery
We expect equity sector picks to be a second source of
opportunistic returns. Given our Overweight view on Asia exJapan, our sector preferences in the region are more procyclical. In China, we would buy the communication services
and consumer discretionary sectors, which we expect to
benefit from increasingly supportive policies and reduced
mobility restrictions. In India, we would buy the financial,
industrial and consumer staples sectors, which should benefit
from domestic demand.
In the US, our expectation of an economic recession and a
lower equity market bottom mean our sector preferences are
more defensive. We have a relative preference for the
healthcare and staples sectors that have delivered positive
earnings in recent recessions. We also favour energy, where
we see attractive valuations.
In Europe, we are Overweight financials given inexpensive
valuations and improving earnings on the back of higher
interest rates. We also prefer the energy sector, given the stillsignificant sector discount, compared with history.
6

Macro overview – at a glance
Rajat Bhattacharya
Senior Investment Strategist

Zhong Liang Han, CFA
Investment Strategist

Key themes
Our central scenario is for recession in both the US and Europe in 2023. Central banks are expected to continue raising policy
rates through the first half of 2023 in their efforts to stamp out inflation that is running at close to 40-year highs. Nevertheless,
any downturn is likely to be relatively mild, except in the UK, given the absence of major economic or financial imbalances
elsewhere. We expect the Fed to raise rates to a peak of 5.25%, before cutting back towards 4.5% by the end of the year as
recession sets in. The ECB is likely to be less aggressive than the Fed, raising the Deposit Facility rate to 2.5% by June, before
cutting back to 2.0-2.25% by the end of the year. A recession is likely to help lower US inflation towards 3% y/y by Q4 23.
In contrast with recessions in the US and Europe, we see mainland China entering a reflationary cycle as the authorities continue
to ease pandemic-related mobility restrictions, especially once we get past the winter and vaccination rates for the elderly rise.
This is likely to revive consumption and services activity by H2 23, helping offset a slowdown in exports, as demand for goods
weaken in recession-affected US and Europe. Meanwhile, subdued inflation should allow policymakers to persist with fiscal and
monetary stimulus to revive the economy, lifting growth close to 5% next year.

Key chart
The inversion of the global
and US bond yield curves are
signalling that short-term
policy rates, especially in the
US, are now so tight that they
are likely to cause an
economic downturn in the
coming year

Fig. 4 We expect a global recession in 2023, led by mild US and Euro area downturns
US bond yield curves*; average of the past eight US recessions, excluding 2020
15
Average of
past recessions
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Monetary policy

Macro factors positive for risk assets
Strong job market, savings to sustain demand
Falling inflation to boost disposable income
Robust household, corporate balance sheets
Benign credit cycle, low Ukraine risk

US

▽

◇

▲

◇

▲


△

– Rising COVID cases; weak local consumption
– US and European downturn to drag exports
– Property sector weakness; geopolitical risks

△

Trend growth; nascent tourism recovery
Weak JPY, a tailwind for exports
Ultra-dovish BoJ policy; more fiscal stimulus

– US and European downturn to drag exports
– Weak JPY, inflation to curb disposable income
– Risk of BoJ tightening after Kuroda’s departure

▲

Weaker GBP, a tailwind for exports
Strong job market supports spending
Renewed confidence in fiscal policy outlook

– Stagflation: High inflation, contracting GDP
– Fiscal consolidation, hawkish BoE
– Political instability; Brexit-led disruption

Japan

▽

◆
UK

▽

◇



Easing mobility curbs; economic reopening
Fiscal and monetary policy to prioritise growth
Political stability; infrastructure investment

China

◇

Source: Standard Chartered Global Investment Committee
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Rising policy rates raising the risk of recession
Fiscal drag, low chance of another fiscal boost
Housing weakness from rising mortgage rates
High inflation, Fed policy error, split Congress





▼

–
–
–
–

Strong job market, savings to sustain demand – Rising energy costs, rates raise recession risk
– Poor consumer sentiment; rising bankruptcies
Sufficient energy stocks to tide over winter
Fiscal support; ECB backstop for weak regions – Energy rationing, ECB policy error, Russia risk

Euro area

▽

Macro factors negative for risk assets

Legend:

▲ Tighter policy | ▼ Easier policy |

◆ Neutral policy
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Developed Market recession, China reflation

low of 3.5%. That would be in line with the average 3.0ppt rise
in US jobless rate over the past eight recessions (excluding
2020; see chart). Given the tight balancing act involved, we
expect the Fed to stop hiking rates at 5.25% in H1 23. Once a
recession hits by mid-2023, we expect the Fed to cut rates to
4.5% by year end. The biggest risk to this view is a policy
mistake, where the Fed overtightens in its inflation fight
(inflation is a lagging indicator), causing a deeper-thanexpected recession.

The US and Euro area are likely to see a mild recession in
2023 as central banks keep tightening policy to bring inflation
back towards their 2% target, while China is likely to gradually
recover from its downturn as it relaxes mobility restrictions and
eases fiscal and monetary policies.
US recession monitor: As we come towards the end of 2022,
more and more indicators are suggesting a recession is
around the corner. The global bond yield curve inverted for the
first time in over 20 years, following earlier inversions in US
yield curves, including the Fed’s preferred recession indicator.
The inversions mean bond investors are signalling that shortterm rates have tightened enough to cause a downturn.

Euro area entering a recession: The Euro area economy,
facing the brunt of the Ukraine crisis, started contracting in Q4
22, according to consensus estimates. We expect the
contraction to extend into 2023 as high inflation curtails
disposable income and consumption, while tighter financial
conditions curb business spending. Governments are partly
shielding consumers and businesses from surging energy
costs, and record gas stockpiles, aided by soaring LNG
imports, should help partly offset the plunge in Russian energy
supplies. The EU’s Recovery Fund is also boosting defence
and energy infrastructure. These factors and a structurally
tight job market should help prevent a deeper recession.
Nevertheless, with inflation estimated to remain above 5% in
2023, the ECB has a tough balancing act given its sole
mandate to return inflation to 2%. We believe it will be
constrained by politics as recession hits. Thus, we see the
ECB Deposit Facility rate peaking at 2.5%, up from 2% today.

Meanwhile, the ISM Manufacturing business confidence index
fell below 50 in November for the first time since the depths of
the pandemic, while the forward-looking ISM New Orders PMI
remained in the contraction territory for the third straight
month. These indicate that the goods sector has likely started
to contract. Bank lending standards for corporates are
tightening at a rate consistent with a recession. However, the
services sector, which accounts for two-thirds of US output, is
still expanding strongly. The services expansion is sustained
by a shift in consumption patterns from goods to services as
more people venture out for work, holidays and entertainment.
Excess savings built during the pandemic (estimated at USD
2trn) and plentiful jobs are likely to sustain consumption
through to Q1 23, in our view. However, there are signs that
the lower-income segment is running out of pandemic-era
savings and taking on debt to sustain consumption. This
means consumption could flag if the job markets slow sharply.

China to recover in 2023: In contrast to recessions in the US
and Europe, we expect China’s economy to grow close to 5%
next year as the services sector and consumption normalise.
Measures to speed up vaccinations for the elderly have led
major cities to gradually relax mobility restrictions. Authorities
have also eased property sector policies, helping stabilise the
sentiment. We expect more targeted fiscal and credit policies
to revive consumption and boost credit towards priority
sectors, such as advanced technology hardware and green
infrastructure, once mobility restrictions are further relaxed by
Q2 23. The key risk to this view is a sharp revival of COVID19 during the winter delaying the economic reopening,
increasing geopolitical tensions with the US and a persistent
slump in the demand for properties, despite the ongoing
measures to stabilise the sector.

Thus, job market indicators need to be watched closely.
Jobless claims have been rising slowly since hitting 50-year
lows in March this year, but the strong pace of monthly hiring
has kept the US unemployment rate well below the Fed’s
long-run target of 4%. A tight job market is fuelling wages, a
key component of services sector inflation, even as goods
inflation slows sharply. This explains why the Fed is aiming to
cool the job market. As the chart below shows, there is a
narrow path towards an economic soft landing and bringing
inflation towards the Fed’s 2% target, but that would involve
raising the jobless rate towards 6%, from this year’s 50-year
Lower US inflation means a higher jobless rate

US Phillips curve*: Inflation vs unemployment rate

Fig. 6

China to ease credit further to revive growth

China’s leading index and credit impulse 12-month net change
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10 FX – at a glance
Abhilash Narayan
Senior Investment Strategist

Key themes
On a 6–12-month horizon, we turn bearish on the USD, expecting the greenback to decline c.4-5%. However, the path is unlikely
to be smooth, with the USD likely to initially strengthen over the next 1-3 months for three key reasons: (i) While the Fed has
slowed the pace of rate hikes at its December 2022 meeting, it has said it intends to hike rates further, at least in H1 23. As a
result, the USD will continue to be supported by one of the highest real interest rates among major currencies; (ii) the risk of a
colder-than-expected winter in Europe and the ongoing Russia-Ukraine conflict is likely to keep the EUR depressed over the
next 1-3 months to the benefit of the USD; and (iii) safe-haven demand, given the global growth slowdown risks.
However, as we go further through 2023, we expect three factors to jointly push the USD lower: (i) A Fed pause that comes
earlier than other G10 central banks and a relatively rapid decline in European inflation leading to a narrowing of real (net of
inflation) interest rate differentials between the US and other G10 markets, (ii) an easing of European geopolitical uncertainties
and China’s reopening likely to reduce safe-haven demand, and (iii) a correction of extreme USD over-valuation (despite the
recent pullback). We expect the EUR and JPY to be key beneficiaries of a weaker USD environment. Commodity currencies
(AUD, NZD and CAD) are also likely to appreciate modestly, but headwinds to commodity prices are expected to keep gains in
check. We expect Asian currencies to deliver modest gains in 2023.

Key chart
Fig. 7 Decline in real interest rate differentials and valuations to drive the USD lower
USD Index (DXY); BIS USD REER (Real Effective Exchange Rate)
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Fig. 8

Summary of major currency drivers

12-month outlook
[3m/12m forecast]

The bullish case

The bearish case

Hawkish Fed policy vs G3, recession-linked
safe-haven demand, spike in geopolitical risk

– Global growth rotation ex-US, lower real rate
differentials, valuation close to multi-decade highs

EUR/USD
[1.03/1.12]

ECB rate hikes, rising real rates as EU inflation
falls, improved Balance of Payments (BOP)

– Energy dependency, persistent inflation hurting
growth, real rates

USD/JPY
[135/127]

Monetary policy divergence, Japan’s low
nominal yields

– Reduction in yield differentials, potential BoJ
hawkish pivot, cheap valuations

GBP/USD
[1.15/1.25]

Hawkish BoE, reduction in UK’s twin deficits

– Recession risks, elevated inflation

USD/CHF
[0.94/0.92]

Weak Swiss demand, shallow SNB rate hikes

– Moderate inflation, potentially sell FX reserves

AUD/USD
[0.66/0.73]

Cheap vs Terms of trade, China growth rebound – Capped commodity prices, risk-off sentiment

NZD/USD
[0.64/0.66]

Hawkish RBNZ, China dairy/tourism demand

– Global risk-off, elevated CA deficit, housing risk

USD/CAD
[1.35/1.28]

Less hawkish BoC, vulnerable housing market

– Lower rate differentials, elevated oil prices

USD/CNY
[7.08/6.90]

China mobility restrictions, dovish PBoC

– China growth rebound, capital inflows

USD (DXY)
[107.6/100.2]
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A bounce back in the EUR and JPY
We expect the EUR and JPY to be the key beneficiaries of the
broad USD weakness on a 12-month horizon. However, the
path is unlikely to be linear. Over the next 1-3 months,
EUR/USD is likely to weaken towards the 1.00-1.03 level,
as we see some consolidation of the recent rally. The recent
decline in European inflation is likely to increase the risk of a
less hawkish ECB. The EUR is likely to sustain an energy risk
premium, heading into winter months. However, as we move
through 2023, we believe (i) a reduction in geopolitical risks,
(ii) an improved BOP position (due to lower energy prices), (iii)
faster decline in European inflation relative to the US, leading
to more favourable real rate differentials, and (iv) growth
rebound in China to act as tailwinds pushing EUR/USD
towards 1.10-1.12 by end 2023.
The JPY is likely to be one of the outperformers in 2023.
In the near term, USD/JPY could consolidate after the recent
declines, trading in the 132-135 range. On a 12-month
horizon, we expect USD/JPY to decline towards 125-130,
driven by lower interest rate differentials, Japan’s
improved BOP position and the ongoing concerns
around global growth. Additionally, any reduction in the
BoJ’s current accommodative monetary policy settings, such
as changes to the Yield Curve Control (YCC) policy, could act
as a further tailwind pushing USD/JPY lower.
Fig. 9 Less monetary policy divergence and a decline
in US bond yields to drive USD/JPY lower
USD/JPY and US 10y government bond yield
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GBP/USD is likely to underperform other major G10
currencies. In the near term, the pair looks overbought after
the rebound from the 2022 lows, and we see a high likelihood
of a pullback towards the 1.1400-1.1790 range. On a 12month horizon, we believe the downbeat growth outlook is
likely to force the BoE to hike less than market expectations,
which combined with high inflation and elevated twin deficits,
are likely to cap gains around the 1.23-1.25 range.
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Fig. 10 Higher growth in China and catch-up with
undervaluation vs Terms of Trade to support the AUD
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We see a high likelihood of USD/CHF appreciation towards
the 0.9400-0.9550 range over the next 1-3 months. The SNB
has limited room for rate hikes due to weak domestic demand,
while lower absolute bond yields are likely to mean CHF
remains a favoured funding currency. On a 12-month
horizon, though, we see USD/CHF declining towards a
0.90-0.92 range due to broad USD weakness and the
SNB’s willingness to sell FX reserves to reduce imported
inflation.
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Commodity currencies (AUD, NZD, and CAD) are likely to
trade rangebound over the next 1-3 months as the risk of
a global growth slowdown is likely to cap commodity prices.
However, as we move through 2023, the broad-based USD
weakness, expected improvement in China’s growth outlook
and the correction of the fundamental undervaluation based
on Terms of Trade, especially for AUD/USD, are likely to
enable commodity currencies to appreciate by 3-5% vs
the USD.
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AUD Terms of Trade (RHS)

Source: Bloomberg, Standard Chartered

USD/CNY is likely to move higher in the near term (3m)
towards 7.05-7.10 amid risks of a slower-than-expected pace
of reopening in China in the winter months. However, over the
next 12 months, we expect a more broad-based relaxation of
mobility restrictions and supportive fiscal and monetary policy
to drive a growth rebound in 2023, pulling USD/CNY below
the psychological threshold of 7.0, towards 6.90.
We expect USD/INR to decline only modestly towards the
77.6-79.5 range over the next 12 months. While the INR is
likely to benefit from the broad USD weakness, we expect
extremely strong domestic growth, especially relative to other
major economies, the elevated current account deficit owing
to substantial oil and gold imports and the RBI’s rebuilding of
FX reserves to cap the gains.

Fig. 11 Summary of Asian currency drivers
12-month
outlook

USD/SGD
1.36

The
bullish
case

SGD vulnerable to
weak global growth
Strong USD

The
bearish
case

– Resilient growth
– Tighter MAS FX policy
to curb inflation

USD/INR
79.45
Current account deficit;
low investment inflows
Oil price vulnerability
– Decline in oil prices
– Strong growth; inflows
bolstering FX reserves

USD/MYR
4.40

USD/KRW
1277.50

Global recession risk
Downside growth
surprise in China

Vulnerability to global
growth and trade
US-China tensions

– Strong Terms of Trade, – Hawkish Bank of Korea
FDI inflows
– Cheap valuation and
– Resilient GDP growth
stable investment flows

Source: Standard Chartered Global Investment Committee
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15 Gold, crude oil – at a glance
Zhong Liang Han, CFA
Investment Strategist

Key themes
Gold shines again. We are Neutral on gold vs other major asset classes as we view it as a portfolio ballast with a 12-month
forecast of USD 1,890. We expect gold to rise over the next 12 months as the Fed rate-hiking cycle pauses and the focus shifts
to rate cuts amid rising recession risks. Gold has been a superior hedge in the past recessions, and it arguably retains its safehaven properties during times of crisis. A weaker USD and central bank and physical demand are other key drivers behind our
constructive view. On a three-month horizon, though, the precious metal is expected to initially remain under pressure as inflation
slows ahead of nominal interest rates, keeping real (net of inflation) yields supported in Q1 23.
Oil prices are likely to stabilise. Over a 12-month horizon, we expect WTI oil to remain around USD 75/bbl as weaker oil
demand from a slowing global economy is balanced by tighter-than-usual supply and upside demand risk from rising Chinese
mobility. We expect OPEC+ to intervene to keep oil well-supported at its breakeven price – estimated to be c.USD 70/bbl –
should global demand weaken. Over the next three months, though, prices are likely to initially rise. The EU embargo on Russian
oil, Russia’s yet-unknown response and low global oil inventories combined with low producer elasticity add risks to supply. A
mobility-led growth rebound in China could also front-load a rebound in its energy demand.

Key chart
Gold shines through periods
of recession
The oil market reflects tight
short-term supply, with falling
inventories and flat
production

Fig. 12 On average, gold gained c.12% during the last 11 US recessions; US crude oil
inventory hits a six-year low, while production remains largely unchanged
LHS chart: Price performance of gold during the last 11 US recessions
RHS chart: US crude oil inventory and production

Source: US Department of Energy, Bloomberg, Standard Chartered

The bullish case

Gold
12m TAA

◆

12m
forecast:
USD
1,890/oz

A peak in Fed rates as
growth weakens
Escalation of
geopolitical tensions
Gold usually
outperforms during
recessions
Reserve diversification
is a key theme for
central banks

The bearish case
– Rising real yields
increase opportunity
costs of holding gold

The bullish case
Crude
oil

– Extended USD
strength
– Geopolitical risk
premium in gold
tends to be shortlived

Strong central bank
and physical demand

Inventory levels
remain low; limited
spare capacity
Supply constraints
from EU embargo
on Russian crude
OPEC+ supply cuts

12m WTI
forecast:
USD
75/bbl

Resurgent Chinese
demand

The bearish case
– Rising rates and
any resulting
recession could
slow global demand
– Greater redirection
of Russian oil flows
to China/India
– US-Iran deal
bringing back Iran
oil supply
– Easing supply
tightness

Source: Standard Chartered Global Investment Committee
Legend: ▲ Overweight | ▼ Underweight | ◆ Neutral
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19 Key events
2023
JAN

Jan – Feb > China: Communist Party's 2nd Plenum

JUL

Q3 > US: Debt ceiling reached

31 Jan – 1 Feb > US: Federal Reserve policy meeting

25-26 Jul > US: Federal Reserve policy meeting

17-18 Jan > Japan: Bank of Japan policy meeting

27 Jul > EU: ECB policy meeting
27-28 Jul > Japan: Bank of Japan policy meeting

FEB

2 Feb > EU: ECB policy meeting

Late Jul > China: Politburo meeting

2 Feb > UK: Bank of England policy meeting
Late Feb > US: Federal Reserve semi-annual
monetary policy report to Congress

AUG

3 Aug > UK: Bank of England meeting
Late Aug > US: Federal Reserve Jackson Hole
Economic Symposium

MAR

Early Mar > China: National People's Congress
9-10 Mar > Japan: Bank of Japan policy meeting

APR

SEP

9-10 Sep > India: 18th G20 summit

16 Mar > EU: ECB policy meeting

14 Sep > EU: ECB policy meeting

21-22 Mar > US: Federal Reserve policy meeting

21 Sep > UK: Bank of England policy meeting

23 Mar > UK: Bank of England policy meeting

19-20 Sep > US: Federal Reserve policy meeting

23 Mar > EU: European Council meeting

21-22 Sep > Japan: Bank of Japan policy meeting

8 Apr > Japan: End of Term for BoJ Governor Kuroda

OCT

21-23 Apr > US: World Bank spring meeting

13-15 Oct > Morocco: World Bank annual meeting
26 Oct > EU: ECB policy meeting
30-31 Oct > Japan: Bank of Japan monetary
policy meeting
31 Oct – 1 Nov > US: Federal Reserve policy
meeting

27-28 Apr > Japan: Bank of Japan policy meeting
Late Apr > China: Politburo meeting

Late Oct > China: Politburo meeting

MAY

2-3 May > US: Federal Reserve policy meeting

Late Oct > China: Communist Party's 3rd Plenum

4 May > EU: ECB policy meeting
11 May > UK: Bank of England policy meeting

NOV

2 Nov > UK: Bank of England policy meeting

DEC

Early Dec > China: Politburo meeting

19-21 May > Japan: 49th G7 summit

JUN

13-14 Jun > US: Federal Reserve policy meeting

12-13 Dec > US: Federal Reserve policy
meeting

15-16 Jun > Japan: Bank of Japan policy meeting

14 Dec > EU: ECB policy meeting

15 Jun > EU: ECB policy meeting

14 Dec > UK: Bank of England policy meeting

22 Jun > UK: Bank of England policy meeting

Mid Dec > China: Central economic work
conference

29 Jun > EU: European council meeting

18-19 Dec > Japan: Bank of Japan policy meeting

Late Jun > US: Federal Reserve semi-annual
monetary policy report to Congress

▬

Central bank policy |

▬ Geopolitics

|

X – Date not confirmed | ECB – European Central Bank | FOMC – Federal Open Market Committee (US) | BoJ – Bank of Japan | BoE – Bank
of England | RBA – Reserve Bank of Australia
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notify the sender immediately. This document is being distributed for general information only and is subject to the relevant
disclaimers available at our Standard Chartered website under Regulatory disclosures. It is not and does not constitute research
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relevant offering documents and seek independent legal, tax and regulatory advice. In particular, we recommend you to seek
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(each an “SC Group Entity”) according to local regulatory requirements. Not all products and services are provided by all
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Copyright © 2022, Accounting Research & Analytics, LLC d/b/a CFRA (and its affiliates, as applicable). Reproduction of content
provided by CFRA in any form is prohibited except with the prior written permission of CFRA. CFRA content is not investment
advice and a reference to or observation concerning a security or investment provided in the CFRA SERVICES is not a
recommendation to buy, sell or hold such investment or security or make any other investment decisions. The CFRA content
contains opinions of CFRA based upon publicly-available information that CFRA believes to be reliable and the opinions are
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subject to change without notice. This analysis has not been submitted to, nor received approval from, the United States
Securities and Exchange Commission or any other regulatory body. While CFRA exercised due care in compiling this analysis,
CFRA, ITS THIRD-PARTY SUPPLIERS, AND ALL RELATED ENTITIES SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIM ALL WARRANTIES,
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR USE, to the full extent permitted by law, regarding the accuracy, completeness, or
usefulness of this information and assumes no liability with respect to the consequences of relying on this information for
investment or other purposes. No content provided by CFRA (including ratings, credit-related analyses and data, valuations,
model, software or other application or output therefrom) or any part thereof may be modified, reverse engineered, reproduced
or distributed in any form by any means, or stored in a database or retrieval system, without the prior written permission of CFRA,
and such content shall not be used for any unlawful or unauthorized purposes. CFRA and any third-party providers, as well as
their directors, officers, shareholders, employees or agents do not guarantee the accuracy, completeness, timeliness or
availability of such content. In no event shall CFRA, its affiliates, or their third-party suppliers be liable for any direct, indirect,
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Market Abuse Regulation (MAR) Disclaimer
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the opinion. This opinion is not independent of Standard Chartered Group’s trading strategies or positions. Standard Chartered
Group and/or its affiliates or its respective officers, directors, employee benefit programmes or employees, including persons
involved in the preparation or issuance of this document may at any time, to the extent permitted by applicable law and/or
regulation, be long or short any securities or financial instruments referred to in this document or have material interest in any
such securities or related investments. Therefore, it is possible, and you should assume, that Standard Chartered Group has a
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under Regulatory disclosures for more detailed disclosures, including past opinions/ recommendations in the last 12 months and
conflict of interests, as well as disclaimers. A covering strategist may have a financial interest in the debt or equity securities of
this company/issuer. This document must not be forwarded or otherwise made available to any other person without the express
written consent of Standard Chartered Group.
Country/Market Specific Disclosures
Botswana: This document is being distributed in Botswana by, and is attributable to, Standard Chartered Bank Botswana Limited
which is a financial institution licensed under the Section 6 of the Banking Act CAP 46.04 and is listed in the Botswana Stock
Exchange. Brunei Darussalam: This document is being distributed in Brunei Darussalam by, and is attributable to, Standard
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Number RC20001003. Standard Chartered Bank is incorporated in England with limited liability by Royal Charter 1853 Reference
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the Securities and Futures Ordinance (Cap. 571) (“SFO”) (CE No. AJI614). The contents of this document have not been
reviewed by any regulatory authority in Hong Kong and you are advised to exercise caution in relation to any offer set out herein.
If you are in doubt about any of the contents of this document, you should obtain independent professional advice. Any product
named herein may not be offered or sold in Hong Kong by means of any document at any time other than to “professional
investors” as defined in the SFO and any rules made under that ordinance. In addition, this document may not be issued or
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private banking division of Standard Chartered Bank (Hong Kong) Limited, a subsidiary of Standard Chartered PLC.
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directly or indirectly (including special, incidental or consequential loss or damage) from your use of these documents. You
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or warranties as to the security or accuracy of any information transmitted via e-mail. Pakistan: This document is being
distributed in Pakistan by, and attributable to Standard Chartered Bank (Pakistan) Limited having its registered office at PO Box
5556, I.I Chundrigar Road Karachi, which is a banking company registered with State Bank of Pakistan under Banking
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